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which gave it an excuse to suppress the party altogether, its
leaders (including Ledru-Rollin) being driven into exile. The
Conservatives were no\v free to proceed with their plans for
reaction. By the Lot Falloux they deprived the secular
University of France of its control over education, and allowed
the Religious Orders to reopen their "schools. A new Press
Law required such heavy " caution-money " that the Socialist
journals which had recently sprung up were extinguished.
Above all, they passed an Electoral Law (May 1850) which
required three years' registration as a taxpayer in the same
constituency before a citizen could have a vote—a measure
which automatically disfranchised a third of the electors and
made " universal suffrage " a farce.
So far President and Assembly had acted in accord; but
the Conservative majority regarded these measures as a prelude
to a restoration of the monarchy, and Louis Napoleon had no
intention of fading into obscurity at the end of his four years of
office. He was convinced—and events afterwards proved him
right—that wThat France needed and desired was government
according to Les Idees NapoleoniennesJ- which he alone could
give her. At first he hoped to get his term of office prolonged
beyond 1852 by legal methods ; but when the Chamber re-
jected, this proposal he determined that the constitution which
could not be mended must be ended. With that in view he
made himself popular at the expense of the Assembly by pro-
posing that the recent Electoral Law should be repealed; for
when it naturally refused to undo what it had done so recently
with his approval, he was able to pose as the champion of
democracy against benighted reactionaries. He won the favour
of the army by double rations of liquor, and organised demon-
strations of popularity when he reviewed the National Guard.
He gradually gathered round him a clique of unscrupulous
adventurers whose fortunes would be dependent on his own, and
appointed them to responsible posts in the army, the ministry
1 He had written a book with this name while imprisoned in the fortress of
Harn.

